SustainWorX

LEAD PARTNER

23rd - 24th May 2022, Berlin

DAY 1 - 23rd MAY
08:00 – 08:50

REGISTRATION

08:55 – 09:00

CHAIRPERSON’S OPENING REMARKS

09:00 – 09:30
A RACE WE MUST WIN – DRIVING INDUSTRIAL DECARBONISATION HOLISTICALLY
• Accounting for about 30% of global greenhouse gas emissions, industry has a great responsibility to avoid a climate crisis
• To live up to this responsibility, there is a need for pre-competitive, cross-industry and cross-functional collaboration
• Digitisation and trusted data from quantifying to reducing and mitigating emissions enable efficient and effective decarbonisation at scale
• In an ecosystem that includes academia, SMEs & large companies alike, we can accelerate the path to net-zero & shape the sustainable industry of the future
Gunter Beitinger, President, ESTAINIUM
09:30 – 10:00
FIVE CRITICAL ASPECTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT
• Evaluating your situation
• Defining the future
• Impactful methods to improve
• The power of leadership and behaviors
Sebastian Bartels, Senior Vice President, Head of Global Sustainability Services, DEKRA
10:00 – 10:30

CREATING VALUE & IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH DIGITALISATION OF MANUFACTURING

• Journey towards net zero CO2 emissions
• Role of digitalisation in manufacturing
• Productivity: improving asset uptime and productivity of employees
• Quality: ensuring best customer experience and reducing waste
• Cost: using advanced analytics to drive material, energy and CO2-efficiency
Olli Härkönen, Technology Director Sustainability & Digitalisation, Essity

10:35 – 11:25
11:30 – 12:00

COFFEE BREAK
FROM STATIC REPORTING TO DYNAMIC PRODUCT CARBON FOOTPRINT MANAGEMENT

• Companies across industries are facing increasing demand for transparency on their products’ carbon footprint (PCF)
• Existing solutions lack scalability, accuracy, trustworthiness or disregard the supply chain partners’ need for confidentiality
• Dynamic PCF, based on actual data aggregated along the value chain, quantify improvements as they come into effect and provide a verifiable basis for
efficient product decarbonization
• Combining data trustworthiness for customers with data sovereignty for suppliers as a precondition for collaboration on eye-level
Jonas Hohlweck, Head of Business Development, Siemens
12:00 – 12:30

BABY STEPS TO BIG LEAPS

• How to go from baseline GHG measurement, goal setting, and strategy through to successful implementation
• How to move from sustainability strategy setting and goal-mapping into successful implementation and execution
• How to prioritise effective decarbonisation strategies, taking a closer look at the integrated pathways
• How to successfully make the business case for decarbonisation priorities
• How to create actionable items for onsite and offsite solutions in order to achieve your goals
Emily Williams, Vice President, Strategy & Sustainability, Altenex Energy
12:30 – 13:00

THE OPERATING SYSTEM TO ACHIEVE NETZERO

• Digital Twins to power change in global enterprises
• 100% Automation of Scope 3 Reporting, LCAs and EPDs
• Bridging the expert-gap to enable decision making at scale
• Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis to empower sustainable procurement and ecodesign
Julian Weitz, Vice President of Sales, Makersite

13:05 – 13:55

LUNCH

This information is subject to change
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DAY 1 - 23rd MAY
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

CLEAN ENERGY

14:00 – 14:30
CLEAN OPERATIONS – ROADMAP TO LOW
CARBON ENERGY SOURCES & MINIMISE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
• Taking advantage of power purchasing agreements and low carbon energy
sources
• Measurement and baselines: creating the roadmap to your ambition
• Investing on reducing energy consumption, waste, and water usage

14:00 – 14:30
OPEN LOOPS TO ENABLE SUSTAINABLE
RECYCLED CONTENT
• Unpack consumer perceptions on sustainability
• Infinitely recyclable metal packaging takes recycling to the next level
• Boosting end of life recycling to keep materials in perpetual loops of use
• Sustainability as a joint supplier chain effort

José Antonio Coll Guzmán, Head of Sustainability, Airbus Defence & Space

Jenny Wassenaar, Chief Sustainability Officer, Trivium Packaging

14:30 – 15:00

MANAGING FINITE RESOURCES MORE EFFICIENTLY

In the urgency of carbon reduction, the embodied carbon of construction will gain
centre stage. This leads to key questions, which investors and developers of
construction will have to address:
• What is the carbon footprint of construction materials in a building life cycle?
• Where are the biggest levers for carbon savings, and at which cost do they come?
• Where to put the focus – construction type vs. material optimisation?
• Outlook for innovative construction methods
Michael Scharpf, Head Sustainable Construction, Holcim Germany

14:30 – 15:00
WATER STEWARDSHIP: PRIORITY FOR THE
WORLD’S LARGEST BREWER AB INBEV
• Within our operations, we drive water usage efficiency, responsible discharge &
effluent re-use, driving ownership & commitment at every level of our company
• Beyond the brewery gate, we invest in shared water security and watershed
health through partnerships
• In local communities, we promote water access and disaster relief efforts
• Across our value chain, we promote water security through our brands, key
brewing materials and engaging major suppliers
• As a company, contribute to the water broader landscape through innovation,
policy engagement and thought leadership
Maria Degener, Brewery Operations Director, Anheuser-Busch InBev

15:00 – 15:30
WHY WE NEED TO CHANGE THE WAY WE CALCULATE CO2 FOOTPRINTS
• Decarbonisation is on almost every company’s agenda and a discipline that has long been a shadowy existence becomes an essential part of business
decisions: Life Cycle Assessment
• Methodical insufficiencies, some known for decades, now become problems as companies struggle to identify ways to reduce their products’ ecological impact
• Cross-industrial expert groups, e.g. in Catena-X, identify solutions for chaining emission data among partners as a precondition for providing decision makers
with the information they need
Niels Angel, Project Lead, Catena-X Sustainability
Florian Ansgar Jaeger, Senior Key Expert & Head of Carbon Accounting SiGREEN, Siemens

15:35 – 16:25

COFFEE BREAK

16:30 – 17:00
ESG: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY COMMUNITY
• What is the relationship between ESG and Sustainability?
• What is required of Sustainability teams to support the ESG agenda?
• Developments in the regulatory landscape, and emerging reporting and disclosure requirements.
• Tools and resources to generate the asset grade data required by the investment community.
Peter Walsh, Director, Europe Subscriber Development, Benchmark ESG
17:00 – 17:30
TRUSTWORTHINESS FOR SUSTAINABLE VALUE CHAINS
• Trust is key in cross-company communication. But what exactly defines “trustworthy” information?
• “Chain of Trust”: Why modern supply chains require decentralized trust
• Digitalization as an enabler for the exchange of trustworthy information, on sustainability and beyond
• Examples and use-cases of Chains of Trust
Dr. Wolfgang Klasen, Senior Advisor Security, Siemens
17:30 – 18:10

PANEL DISCUSSION: ZERO-EMISSION FACTORY – STRIKING THE BALANCE BETWEEN ALL STAKEHOLDERS

• Aligning expectations: the employees’ needs and concerns, the workers in the supply chain and the environment
• Considering the increased expectation of stakeholders for transparency and accountability in reporting ESG policies and performance
• Bringing ecosystem partners together—including industry associations, third-party providers, and regulators—in a coordinated effort where all participants
up their sustainability game
• Establish closer collaboration with the entire stakeholder community – including suppliers and customers – and forging new alliances with other companies,
centres of innovation and educational institutions
Panel members: Dr. Gunter Beitinger, President, ESTAINIUM
Dr. Natalia Duque Ciceri, Head of Global Sustainability Services, TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH
Salla Ahonen, Vice President, Sustainability, Neste
Jonas Hohlweck, Head of Business Development, Siemens

18:15 – 19:15

DRINKS RECEPTION
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DAY 2 - 24th MAY
08:55 – 09:00

CHAIRPERSON’S OPENING REMARKS

09:00 – 09:30
PATH TO ZERO-CARBON AND BEYOND
• Sustainability targets as a catalyst for growth and innovation
• Dow’s path to zero-carbon emissions whilst driving growth
• The action plan to carbon neutrality by 2050
• Overview and examples on how Dow transitions to a circular economy
Heiko Dahms, Lead Sustainability Program Director, DOW
09:30 – 10:00

TURNING WASTE INTO VALUE

• How we have identified waste as an opportunity for value retention - going beyond packaging and landfill
• Working with other industries to find industrial symbiosis opportunities
• Increasing value where there are opportunities
• Challenges with value chain waste
James Lundström, Circular Economy and Sustainable Products, Volvo Cars
10:00 – 10:30

THE DIGITAL-THREAD IS "CONNECTING THE DOTS" IN YOUR ENTERPRISE: USE THE INSIGHTS TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS MORE
EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE

• Effective usage of your Digital Transformation can help you with your CO2 Footprint
• Digital Twins are helping you with the hidden aspects of your Production efficiency
• Using the digital thread to connect the “Data-Islands” to get more Information -> Knowledge -> Insight to your Enterprise
Ashkan Ashouriha, Product Business Manager Digital Solutions & IIoT, Rockwell Automation

10:35 – 11:25
11:30 – 12:00

COFFEE BREAK
REDESIGNING TOMORROW’S PLASTICS. TODAY.

• The B4Plastics Technology platforms: FortePlastics, RubberPlastics, TriggerPlastics and LowEnergyPlastics
• Winner of the Food Planet Prize 2021, the biggest environmental award globally of 2 Mio USD
• Experiencing our services based on a 3 step business strategy towards the New Plastics Economy
• Facts and Figures on our growth from a Start-Up to Scale-Up into a Zebra company
Stefaan De Wildeman, Founder & Director, B4Plastics
12:00 – 12:30

HOW TO ACCELERATE YOUR INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY SCOUTING AND SOURCING WITH AI

• Learn how to quickly source new technologies and start-ups
• Understand entire industries and technology clusters
• See how to commercially validate your patents
• Add SDG targets to your filters
Henrik Jensen, Chief Marketing Officer, Valuer
12:30 – 13:00

HOLISTIC LEADERSHIP APPROACH TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY IN PEOPLE / PLANET / PROFIT

• Implementing “radical human“ leadership approach to achieve sustainability in complex teams
• Implementing a data-driven approach to optimize production and reduce Green House gas and waste
• Example of how people orientation leads into smart Energy Savings
Marco Schlimpert, Vice President Performance, Improvement & Technology, Lenzing Group

13:05 – 13:55

LUNCH

Sponsored by

To access the Presentations post event

Follow us on LinkedIn
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DAY 2 - 24th MAY
NET ZERO EMISSIONS
14:00 – 14:30

WASTE MANAGEMENT
14:00 – 14:30
IN THE LOOP – CIRCULAR INNOVATION, TURNING
MINING WASTE TO SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES
• What role critical minerals play in clean energy transitions, with a demand in
minerals 6 times bigger, and a 50% increase in the need of steel in 2050
compared to today
• Being a bigger part of the solution by being carbon free in production and by
using hydro power and produce a carbon dioxide free iron sponge
• Taking responsibility for waste products, reusing minerals to cover 30% of the
EU need of rare earth minerals, to make Sweden self- sufficient in plaster, and
exceed its need of phosphorus mineral fertiliser by 5
• Turning a traditional waste product to a premium product that is locally
produced in Europe under high working conditions, and with a low CO2
footprint

PATHWAYS TO REDUCING EMISSIONS

• Accelerate digitalisation and leverage the power of data to help reduce carbon
emissions
• Evaluate the sustainability of materials, such as land use, eliminate hazardous
substances and animal welfare
• Work on concrete KPIs, carbon reduction targets and carbon neutrality
objectives as an important part of the company’s strategy
Salla Ahonen, Vice President, Sustainability, Neste

Anna Lidbom, Head of Sustainability, LKAB
14:30 – 15:00
HOW TO DECOUPLE YOUR GROWTH FROM YOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT
• Follow the sciences by setting up target that covers your main impacts and
make it a public commitment
• Engage with experts within your organization and create a network of
champions to leverage change
• Move from green awareness to behavior changes and from embedding green
in support functions to your core business product

14:30 – 15:00
TAKING CONCRETE STEPS TOWARDS ZERO
EMISSION FACTORIES
• Introduce the topic sustainability and generate a green mind-set within the
organisation
• Develop and implement holistic decarbonisation roadmaps
• Achieve concrete KPIs, carbon reduction targets and carbon neutrality
objectives
Meike Hahn, Sustainability Operations Manager, ZF

Anne-Laure Demarcy, Head of Environmental Sustainability, UCB
15.05 - 15.40

PANEL DISCUSSION: CREATING NEW MODELS OF BEST PRACTICE TO HELP BUSINESSES THINK GREEN, SMART, AND (C)LEAN

• When regulations alone are not enough, looking at sustainable manufacturing as a strategic driver
• Be prepared for your data to be audited, providing proof to clients as to your levels of sustainability
• Tracking product usage patterns to understand where to improve the durability of a product
• How can we change habits to switch to less wasteful products or services?
• Should we get very personal with our clients to get that level of trust that is often hard to achieve?
Panel members: Anna Lidbom, Head of Sustainability, LKAB
Marco Schlimpert, Vice President Performance, Improvement & Technology, Lenzing Group
James Lundström, Circular Economy and Sustainable Products, Volvo Cars

15:40 – 15:45

CHAIRPERSON’S CLOSE

We look forward to seeing you again at the next
GBR WorX Meetings
Industrial Maintenance & Reliability

Future Technologies

Manufacturing Innovations

9th - 10th June 2022, Berlin

14th - 15th June 2022, Berlin

6th - 7th October 2022, Berlin

ftworx.com

FoodWorX

SafetyWorX

Food Innovation & Safety

Packaging Innovations

Industrial Safety

7th - 8th November 2022, Amsterdam

6th - 7th March 2023, Amsterdam

9th – 10th March 2023, Amsterdam

food-worx.com

pack-worx.com

indsafe-worx.com

Get in touch: hello@gb-research.com
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